
Measure length

LO: Measure lengths

1. Measure these lines to the nearest 
centimetre. 

Measure them in millimetres.

Red: ……cm ………mm

Orange: ……cm ………mm

Green: ……cm ………mm

Blue: ……cm ………mm

Purple: ……cm ………mm

2. Sort these items by the unit of 
measurement you would use to measure 
them. 

3. Circle the correct length of each pencil. 4. Lizzie, Sam and Jack each measured a 
dog bone. 

Who do you agree with? What mistakes 
have been made?
Hint: look carefully about how the bone and 
ruler have been lined up.

5. Harry has broken his ruler. How could 
he use it to measure the length of his 
reading book?

Hint: try covering part of your ruler and use it 
to measure something. Uncover it and check it.

6. Lily says that her pencil is 100mm long.

Do you agree? Explain why.

Millimetres Centimetres Metres

pencil width of a table

length of the playground petal

height of a tree

twig

8cm
Lizzie: the bone is 5cm.

Sam: the bone is 4cm 5mm.

Jack: the bone is 5cm 5mm.

8cm 5mm 7cm 5mm

8cm 5mm 9cm 5mm 9cm

6cm 2cm8cm



Measure length

LO: Measure lengths

1. Measure these lines to the nearest 
centimetre. 

Measure them in millimetres.

Red: ……cm ………mm

Orange: ……cm ………mm

Green: ……cm ………mm

Blue: ……cm ………mm

Purple: ……cm ………mm

2. Sort these items by the unit of 
measurement you would use to measure 
them. Add three of your own.

3. How long is each pencil? 4. Lizzie, Sam and Jack each measured a 
dog bone. 

Who do you agree with? What mistakes 
have been made?

5. Harry has broken his ruler. How could 
he use it to measure the length of his 
reading book?

6. Lily says that her pencil is 90mm long.

Do you agree? Explain why.

Millimetres Centimetres Metres

pencil width of a table

length of the playground petal

height of a tree

twig

……cm

……cm

……cm

Lizzie: the bone is 5cm.

Sam: the bone is 4cm 5mm.

Jack: the bone is 5cm 5mm.



Measure length

LO: Measure lengths

1. Measure these lines in millimetres and 
in centimetres and then in millimetres.

Red: ……cm and …… mm ………mm

Orange: ……cm and …… mm ………mm

Green: ……cm and …… mm ………mm

Blue: ……cm and …… mm ………mm

Purple: ……cm and …… mm ………mm

2. What unit of measurement and tool 
would you use to measure each of these 
items?

3. How long is each pencil? 4. Lizzie, Sam and Jack each measured a 
dog bone. 

Who do you agree with? What mistakes 
have been made?

5. Harry has broken his ruler. Sophie says 
he can’t use it to measure the width of 
his reading book.

Do you agree with her? Explain your 
answer.

6. Lily says that the purple pencil is longer 
than the pink pencil.

Do you agree? Explain why.

……mm

……mm

……mm

Lizzie: the bone is 5mm.

Sam: the bone is 4cm 5mm.

Jack: the bone is 50mm.

Item
Unit

(mm/cm/m)

Tool (ruler/metre 
stick/trundle 

wheel etc)

Pencil

Width of a  table

Height of a  tree

Length of the 
playground

Petal

Twig



Answers

1. Measure these lines to the nearest 
centimetre. 

Measure them in millimetres.

Red: ……cm ………mm

Orange: ……cm ………mm

Green: ……cm ………mm

Blue: ……cm ………mm

Purple: ……cm ………mm

2. Sort these items by the unit of 
measurement you would use to measure 
them. 

3. Circle the correct length of each pencil. 4. Lizzie, Sam and Jack each measured a 
dog bone. 

Who do you agree with? What mistakes 
have been made?
Hint: look carefully about how the bone and 
ruler have been lined up.

Lizzie. Sam and Jack have not lined up the 
ruler properly.

5. Harry has broken his ruler. How could 
he use it to measure the length of his 
reading book?

Hint: try covering part of your ruler and use it 
to measure something. Uncover it and check it.

He can start at another number and 
count on.

6. Lily says that her pencil is 100mm long.

Do you agree? Explain why.
No because he has not started at 0mm. 
Instead she has started at 10mm.

Millimetres Centimetres Metres

Petal ~Width of a 
table~
Pencil 
Twig

~Width of a 
table~

Height of a 
tree

Length of the 
playground

pencil width of a table

length of the playground petal

height of a tree

twig

8cm
Lizzie: the bone is 5cm.

Sam: the bone is 4cm 5mm.

Jack: the bone is 5cm 5mm.

8cm 5mm 7cm 5mm

8cm 5mm 9cm 5mm 9cm

6cm 8cm 2cm

3 29

40

37

32

23

4

4

3

2



Answers

1. Measure these lines to the nearest 
centimetre. 

Measure them in millimetres.

Red: ……cm ………mm

Orange: ……cm ………mm

Green: ……cm ………mm

Blue: ……cm ………mm

Purple: ……cm ………mm

2. Sort these items by the unit of 
measurement you would use to measure 
them. Add three of your own.

3. How long is each pencil? 4. Lizzie, Sam and Jack each measured a 
dog bone. 

Who do you agree with? What mistakes 
have been made?
Lizzie. Sam and Jack have not lined up the 
ruler properly.

5. Harry has broken his ruler. How could 
he use it to measure the length of his 
reading book?

He can start at another number and 
count on.

6. Lily says that her pencil is 90mm long.

Do you agree? Explain why.
No because he has not started at 0mm. 
Instead she has started at the end of the 
ruler.

Millimetres Centimetres Metres

Petal ~Width of a 
table~
Pencil 
Twig

~Width of a 
table~

Height of a 
tree

Length of the 
playground

pencil width of a table

length of the playground petal

height of a tree

twig

……cm

……cm

……cm

Lizzie: the bone is 5cm.

Sam: the bone is 4cm 5mm.

Jack: the bone is 5cm 5mm.

2 21

30

47

38

28

3

5

4

3 + 3 of own

8

9

5



Answers

1. Measure these lines in millimetres and 
in centimetres and then in millimetres.

Red: ……cm and …… mm ………mm

Orange: ……cm and …… mm ………mm

Green: ……cm and …… mm ………mm

Blue: ……cm and …… mm ………mm

Purple: ……cm and …… mm ………mm

2. What unit of measurement and tool 
would you use to measure each of these 
items? Suggested answers

3. How long is each pencil? 4. Lizzie, Sam and Jack each measured a 
dog bone. 

Who do you agree with? What mistakes 
have been made?
Lizzie and Jack. Sam hasn’t lined the ruler 
up correctly.

5. Harry has broken his ruler. Sophie says 
he can’t use it to measure the width of 
his reading book.

Do you agree with her? Explain your 
answer.
No. He can start at another number and 
count on.

6. Lily says that the purple pencil is longer 
than the pink pencil.

Do you agree? Explain why.
No, they are both the same length. The 
purple pencil isn’t lined up to 0 but it is 
still the same length.

……mm

……mm

……mm

Lizzie: the bone is 5mm.

Sam: the bone is 4cm 5mm.

Jack: the bone is 50mm.

Item
Unit

(mm/cm/m)

Tool (ruler/metre 
stick/trundle 

wheel etc)

Pencil cm ruler

Width of a  table cm metre stick

Height of a  tree m tape measure

Length of the 
playground

m trundle wheel

Petal mm ruler

Twig cm ruler

2 21

30

47

38

28

3

4

3

2

1

0

7

8

8

83

95

53


